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Welcome to the Premier
Boat & Yacht Show in Asia

Since its inception in 2010, the Singapore Yacht Show has offered
exhibitors and visitors a sophisticated, service-oriented platform that
encompasses all that the yachting lifestyle is about. As a result, it has
strongly participated in the promotion and development of boating
and yachting in Asia.

Take part in ASEAN’s
unmissable event for luxury
yachting and lifestyle

A transversal offer composed of close to 200 brands and over 100
boats, yachts and watercraft on display, each edition of the Singapore
Yacht Show features more than 20 superyachts and a number of Asia
and World premieres. The event’s reputation and success has been
built on its commitment to its clients, whose objectives are the same
as ours, and yours:
Growing their networks of prospective clients
Raising their profile in Asia, whether they come from Asia or beyond
Generating new business
Marketing their brands
Anticipating the future growth of the yachting industry in the region

Our results are impressive
No other yacht show can claim such achievements and strong
growth within such a limited time span. This is as much a result of
our unstinting efforts to deliver the best to our clients as it is the
consequence of the development of the boating and yachting sectors
across the region - a trend that makes the Asian market the next
big thing on the yachting map. Many of our exhibitors made that
anticipation a key part of their global strategy from the early days
of the Show, and now they keep coming back to do more and more
business every year.

FACTS & FIGURES

NUMBER Of BRANDS iNCREASED
BY 17.3% SiNCE 2017

GEOGRAPHiCAL BREAKDOWN
Of EXHiBiTORS & ViSiTORS

TESTIMONIALS

Nick Stratton
Sanlorenzo Sales Manager for Asia, Simpson Marine

“SYS 2018 has been a fantastically successful
platform for launching Sanlorenzo in Singapore
and Southeast Asia. A Sanlorenzo 78 was sold
during the Show, with a second order under
contract immediately afterwards. We are now
finalising contracts on two more production
yachts and two superyachts with new clients we
met at the show. Based on the success this year,
we are hoping to have three of our larger yachts
on display in an even bigger line-up for SYS
2019. Clearly the market’s appetite is strong and
the Yacht Show here is fostering it”

Kachorn Chiaravanont
President, True Leasing Co., Ltd

“It was our first time participating at the
Singapore Yacht Show and the response to our
two Hacker Craft boats and rental services was
very positive. It was a fantastic show with great
ambience.”

Kit Chotithamaporn
Yacht Sales Manager – Asia, Leopard Catamarans

Alexander Tesch

“A good end to the SYS with 4 Leopards handed
over in just over a month: the Leopard 40,
Leopard 45 and two Leopard 51 Powercats.”

Director, Marine & Offshore, MTU

“The SYS is a great opportunity to understand
how the yacht market in Asia is developing and
the 2018 edition gave us plenty of chances to
engage with our customers.”

Alister Brunskill
Singapore Country Head, Princess Yachts South East Asia

“We always do well in Singapore, and this has
been one of the best boat shows of all. We have
now sold six boats from SYS 2018, five of them
to new clients we met there, and we still have a
lot more contacts to pursue.”

Richard Allen
Group Sales Director, Simpson Marine

“On top of the exceptional results with our
Sanlorenzo brand, we also sold a new Lagoon
catamaran and an Aquila Power Cat during the
show itself, and followed this up with a number
of other sales as a result of SYS. This has
unquestionably been the best Singapore Yacht
Show for us yet, and we have exhibited at every
single edition. We look forward to being back in
2019!.”

Simon Gatliff
Regional Sales Manager, Sunbrella

“Sunbrella brand has been a proud sponsor of
the Singapore Yacht Show for a number of years.
We are delighted that the show has become one
of the most significant events in the region, each
year we are able to build on from previous years
or network and partnerships throughout Asia
Pacific. We are looking forward to SYS 2019.”

Edward Tan
Executive Director, Hong Seh

“With sales of a 76ft Riva, 45ft Ferretti, 32ft
Boston Whaler and a few brokerage boats
following a successful event, the Singapore
Yacht Show is becoming more important as the
yachting lifestyle grows exponentially in South
East Asia. We’ve seen more quality visitors this
year in comparison to previous years. No doubt
the Show is special to all of us in the industry
as it allows us to showcase all the yacht brands
we represent in one location and brings visitors
from the whole region to one place.”

FOCUS

Participate in a wide-reaching event that brings
together all boating and yachting that matters in
the ASEAN region
The reasons why visitors come to the Singapore Yacht Show are as
varied as the range of products and services exhibited, with a regional
appeal strengthening year on year thanks to the Show’s focused yet
all-encompassing proposition over four days at an ideal location.

26%

44%

Yachts over 24m
for sale

37%
27%

Boats under 24m
for sale

Yachts and Superyachts
for charters

31%

Marine services
and equipment

36%

Tenders
and nautical leisure

Luxury products
and services

SHOWCASE

Since its creation, the Singapore Yacht Show has
developed collaborations with a wide range of
dynamic brands and leading companies who share
the same high standards and values.
Creating strategic relationships through sponsorship or partnerships
from such leading brands offers added value for our niche audiences,
and benefits all parties.
The Singapore Yacht Show is proud to be a key player among
international boat and yacht shows, being the largest yacht show in
Asia. Always dedicated to maximising the presence of our partners,
we are able to incorporate them into all our marketing throughout the
year by way of signage, branding, advertising, PR, product placement
and more.
In addition, the Show organisers have made its reputation for making
the Singapore Yacht Show more than a mere display of boats and
yachts in a marina. The Show has been developed and continues to
develop with significant luxury social events in mind, such as the Regal
Night, Gala Dinner, Yacht Parties and Opening Cocktail Reception.
As a Singapore Yacht Show partner, you will be able to take part in
these events, attended by high net worth individuals, and benefit
from direct access to elusive and highly sought-after captive
audiences.

SOCIAL EVENTS

EXPOSURE
• Logo inclusion on invitations and a wide range of collaterals
• Positioning of marketing materials and merchandise on
the tables around venues (subject to agreement on the
type of merchandise displayed)
• Corporate videos on TV screens (when available)
• Gift bags with marketing material and / or branded merchandise (subject to availability and approval)

benefiTS
• Invitations for your special guests and the presence of one
brand ambassador
• VIP car service for special guests in the city (subject to
event schedule and organisation)
• Event photos by professional photographers available for
your own PR
• Use of the Show facilities and VIP Lounge for business
meetings, your own press conference, launch event,
product preview, corporate parties,...
• The possibility to use a yacht as a platform for your own
event

Special Events
Gala Dinner

Opening Ceremony

Chinese Regal Night

Yacht Parties
VIP Lounge

PREVIEW MAGAZINE

PREViEW magazine is the essential pre-show guide
providing the latest information, featured yachts
and products that will be visible at the Show.
Published and widely distributed in print and online at least two
months before the Show, PREVIEW both highlights and summarises
what yachting and the upcoming Singapore Yacht Show are about.
As a partner of the Singapore Yacht Show, you will receive premier
exposure in PREVIEW, through a combination of editorial presence
and marketing/branding visibility.

PRiNT
PREVIEW magazine circulates 5,000
copies once a year on an regional scale.
It is sent to all regional partners involved
in the promotion and sale of VIP tickets
and packages, such as Travel Agencies,
Singapore Tourism representatives,
partner airlines, luxury hotels, private
aviation FBOs, high-end clubs and
associations for them to circulate it to
their clients and members. Numerous
copies are also sent to and circulated by
all exhibitors and sponsors.

DiGiTAL
PREVIEW magazine is sent out to over
100,000 digital subscribers who follow
the Singapore Yacht Show on its various
social media and/or are registered
to receive latest show updates. Our
digital audience comprises over 10,000
boating and yachting professionals, the
remaining 90,000 being existing and
prospective clients of all our exhibitors.

D I G I TA L P R E S E N C E

The Singapore Yacht Show’s strong online presence
offers a quality, modern and responsive website,
and ever-present social media channels, which will
increase your brand awareness through our own.
WWW.SINGAPOREYACHTSHOW.COM
The Singapore Yacht Show website recently underwent an overhaul to
make it modern, intuive, user-friendly. A profile page with information
about your brand will be included in the partner’s section of the
website, and will redirect users straight to your own digital platform.

THE SYS APP
The Singapore Yacht Show’s unique App is increasingly used by
visitors to find all relevant “live” information about the products,
boats and yachts on display at the show, as well as the social events
taking place throughout the show. It provides premier exposure to our
exhibitors, sponsors and partners. A profile page with information
about your brand will be included in the partner’s section of the App.

NEWSLETTER
Relaunching under a new format by the end of 2018, our monthly
newsletter will provide users sneak previews of the upcoming 2019
show, relevant yachting and luxury lifestyle content, opportunities to
win tickets to the show and social events, plus dedicated content to
benefit our main partners. The previous version was sent out to over
50,000 contacts, with an “open rate” of over 20% on average.

SOCIAL MEDIA
Our social media channels include Facebook, Instagram, Twitter and
LinkedIn. They have thousands of followers and likes and are regularly
updated with new content, including yachting news and events
information. Posts on our social media channels will highlight your
latest news and strengthen the exposure given to our collaboration.

EDMs
Targeted campaigns specifically designed to reach the various ranges
of exhibitors and visitors are sent periodically. Feel free to choose
among our catalogue of recipient categories those that best match
your company so as to communicate with them in tailor-made style,
whether it is through editorial content or advertising messages.

EXPOSURE DURING THE SHOW

Prominence is key. Being visible throughout the
year is great. Being “uber-visible” during the
four days of the Show that welcomes over 15,000
visitors, with your own teams on site to develop
business and networking opportunities, is better.
The partnership may include
• Visible presence on all signage, across Singapore and
Sentosa
• Visible presence on all backdrops, archways, show maps,
banners
• Visible presence in the VIP Lounge, Captain’s Lounge,
Conference and Media Centres (subject to availability and
relevance)
• Visible presence on lanyards, show tickets, bags and
guides
• Your own exhibition space (cost of set-up not included)
• Your own flags and light balloon (depending on location
of exhibition space)
• The possibility of your marketing materials in visitors’
show bags
• VIP invitations for your select clients
• General invitations
• Multipasses and invitations to VIP social events for your
team(s)

M A R K E T I N G & P R VA LU E

The Singapore Yacht Show did not get where it stands
today by chance. With SGD 40 Million+ achieved in
PR value, out of which SGD 1.2 Million comes from
our very own advertising campaigns, the SYS reached
well over 13 Million people in 2018.
By partnering with us, you take advantage of the
work we do to promote the show, yachting and
luxury lifestyle across Asia for a fraction of the cost.

TOTAL PR VALUE

SGD 40 Million+

Exhibition Opportunities
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MEDIA REACH

One of our most important missions is to help drive
the growth and development of the leisure marine
market in Asia.
The promotion of the yachting lifestyle in Asia stems from our
proactive approach to attracting prospective clients and the right
visitors, which shows in the extensive reach of the Singapore Yacht
Show across the region and internationally.

300
ARTICLES

LOCAL 25%
REGIONAL 53%
INTERNATIONAL

22%

33% INTERNATIONAL
36% REGIONAL
31% LOCAL

Over 600
SOCIAL MEDIA
POSTS

ONLINE
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ESQUIRE SG




FORBES

THE BUSINESS TIMES
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BROADCAST

CNBC

Channel News Asia

CNBC
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Singapore Yacht Show
Hong Kong
May 2018
Capital Magazine
2018 Singapore Yacht Show
SGD 330,334
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CAPITAL MAGAZINE HONG KONG

| T: +852 3955 9866 |E: holly.axelrad@mangopr.com / cynthia.lai@mangopr.com | W: http://www.mangopr.com |



THE PEAK INDONESIA
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RIGHTS & BENEFITS

WEBSiTE

1

SOCiAL MEDiA (ALL PLATfORMS)

2

Splash page or rotating home page slider
Company listing - logo & write up & rotating logo
“Latest News” website article
Video - branding and interview inclusion

Presence of logo & hyperlinks on social media
Specific post(s) when relevant

ADVERTiSiNG

3

Logo inclusion in print advertising campaigns
Logo inclusion + hyperlink in digital advertising campaigns

EDM

Dedicated EDM announcement(s)
Logo on all promotional EDMs

4

SHOW iNViTATiONS

5

Logo on print and digital invitations
Allocation of invitations

ViP iNViTATiONS

6

Logo on print and digital VIP invitations
Allocation of VIP invitations

PR

7

Inclusion in all official PR

PRESS CONfERENCE (4-8 WEEKS PRE-SHOW)
Inclusion in all official press releases
Mention and logo on signage

8

SHOW PREViEW (PRiNT AND DiGiTAL)

9

Feature and advertising

MOBiLE APP

10

MEDiA RiGHTS

11

Permanent branding
Partner Listing

Right to use association
in all promotion

STAND iN EXHiBiTiON HALL
Raw space stand

12

BRANDiNG - fLOATiNG AREAS

13

Logo in partner sections

BRANDiNG ONSiTE PAViLiONS

14

BRANDiNG STREET SiGNAGE

15

SHOW GUiDE

16

Hanging signage
Floor signage

General Singapore street signs (subject to approval)
Sentosa Island street signs (subject to approval)

Editorial mention
Advertising
Partner and logo listing

MiSCELLANEOUS BRANDiNG

17

Lanyards (Trade and Press only)
Visitor wristbands (exclusive)

OffiCiAL PRESS CONfERENCE

18

Mention, logo on backdrop and logo on invitations

OPENiNG CEREMONY

19

Mention, logo on backdrop and logo on invitations

OPENiNG (EXHiBiTOR) PARTY

20

YACHT PARTY

21

POST SHOW

22

Naming rights (exclusive)
Mention, logo on backdrop and logo on invitations
Tickets to attend

Logo on invitations, guest list curation
Branding as available/applicable

Post Show Report - advert, company mention, testimonial
Press Release - company mention
Video - branding and interview inclusion

W W W. S iNG APO R E YAC HTS HOW.CO M
info @ singaporeyachtshow.com

Every effort has been made to ensure that the information contained within this proposal is as up-to-date and accurate as possible
at the time of preparation; however, this cannot be guaranteed. All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced
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